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right turn indicator light

right turn indicator light ground

left turn indicator light

left turn indicator light ground

high beam warning light

high beam warning light ground

12V ignition - brake light power
brake light switch ground
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fuel gauge ground
fuel gauge 12V ignition power
fuel gauge sender
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fuel gauge light power
voltmeter ground
voltmeter 12V ignition power
voltmeter light power
oil pressure gauge ground
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oil pressure gauge 12V ignition power
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oil pressure gauge sender
oil pressure gauge light power
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water temperature gauge ground
water temperature gauge 12V ignition power
water temperature gauge sender
water temperature gauge light power

speedometer and vehicle speed sensor 12V ignition power

Installation procedure

vehicle speed sensor signal

1. Attach the supplied blade terminals to the gauge studs. This will allow all gauge connections except lights to be
plugged into each gauge.
2. The male and female blade disconnects are supplied for the dash lights power lead for each gauge light. The
ground wires for each light are attached to the gauge ground stud using the supplied ring terminals.
3. Apply loose piece terminals A to loose piece wires included with this kit or to your dash harness. Align the mating
connectors for indexing and match color and circuit description to mating connector before plugging in each
wire. All of the wires included with this kit are labeled as to circuit description. When using your original wires to
complete the gauge cluster connection, be sure to mate them with the proper wire from this kit.
4. When all wires are plugged into the mating connectors, plug the connectors together and route the wire ends to the
appropriate sender, power source, or ground.

speedometer and vehicle speed sensor ground
speedometer gauge light power
tachometer ground
tachometer 12V ignition power
coil to tachemeter sender
tachometer light power
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